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William H. Baxter

Classical Chinese

1. D e f i n i t i o n

Classical Chinese  (CC), or Late Archaic Chinese 
(LAC), is the language that was used from the 
late 6th to the early 2nd century BCE. Changes at 
the syntactic and semantic level over sub sequent 
centuries were only sporadically incorporated 
into the literary language, leading to a gradual 
separation between the colloquial and written 
languages. These are the circumstances that 
gave rise to wényán 文言 ‘cultivated language’, 
or ‘literary Chinese’ (→ Names for the Chinese 
Language; → Notions of Chinese) according to 
the most popular defĳinition, an artifĳicial written 
language that was used by scholars and offfĳi-
cials for nearly two thousand years until it was 
gradually abandoned during the fĳirst decades 
of the 20th century. Wényán should therefore 
be considered a derivation and simplifĳication 
of CC.

original Old Chinese distinctions. Zhāng ([2003] 
2006) proposes an analysis of Middle Chinese 
along these lines, and also includes an extensive 
bibliography.
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3.1.2 Adverbs

Adverbs are placed in front of the verb. They 
include generic adverbs (nouns, verbs or num-
bers used adverbially), negation adverbs (dis-
tinguished by their OC initial: the *p- negatives 
imply simple negation, while the *m- negatives 
imply non-existence), reflexive and recipro-
cal adverbs and adverbs of manner (often with 
-rú 如 < *-na; -rán 然 < *-na-n; -ruò 若 < *-na-k; 
etc. as sufffĳixes). Voice and aspectual markers 
can be equated with adverbs (Künstler 1967) 
(→ Aspect, Premodern).

3.1.3 Prepositions

Prepositions are generally derived from verbs. 
They can be divided into generic prepositions, 
such as the all-purpose or ‘universal’ preposi-
tion yú 於 (*ʔa) ‘in, at, from, by’ etc., and specifĳic 
prepositions, like zì 自 (*N-tsit-s), ‘from’ (on yǐ 以 
(*lə-ʔ) as an applicative head, see Aldridge 2012).

3.1.4 Conjunctions

Conjunctions are derived from verbs and some-
times from prepositions (Liu and Peyraube 1994). 
Coordination and subordination can occur by 
juxtaposition or through the use of specifĳic con-
junctions able to indicate the nominal or verbal 
nature of the constituents to which they refer. 
For example, jí 及 (*N-k-rəp) and yǔ 與 (*C.ɢaʔ) 
coordinate noun phrases, while ér 而 (*nə) and 
qiě 且 (*tsʰaʔ) coordinate mostly verb sentences 
(→ Coordination: Conjunction).

3.1.5 Particles

The category includes both phrasal and senten-
tial particles. The former indicates syntagmatic 
relations between the constituents in the phrase, 
the latter the modality and intonation of the 
sentence and whether it is declarative, interroga-
tive, exclamatory, assertive etc. Particles can be 
placed in the initial, medial or fĳinal position.

An exception is the fĳinal particle yě 也 (*lajʔ), 
occurring in the noun phrase (PCLNP) and in the 
noun sentence (PCLNS) alike. As a phrase parti-
cle, yě occurs at the end of a nominalized phrase 
(see 3.2.1.2), or after a topic (see 3.3.1), a time 
expression (e.g., jīn yě 今也 ‘now’) or a proper 

2. W o r d  C l a s s e s 

CC is mainly monosyllabic and is written using 
single characters, each associated with a single 
morpheme. Fusion words (e.g., yān 焉 < Old 
Chinese *ʔan ← yú shì 於是 < *ʔa+deʔ ‘universal 
preposition + dem-3’; cf. Smith 2012) are a case 
apart.

Concealed behind CC’s logographic writing lie 
the vestiges of a morphological system, as in the 
alternation between voiceless and voiced ini-
tials or in its use of → derivation by tone change 
(Downer 1959). However, these morphological 
features seem to apply only to a limited number 
of words. Generally speaking, syntactic relations 
determine the nature and function of words.

3. S y n t a x

In CC the modifĳier precedes the modifĳied, the 
subject precedes the predicate and the verb pre-
cedes its object. The basic word order  is SVO 
(Peyraube 1997; Djamouri et al. 2007, 2013), for 
cases of inversion, see 3.3.1.

The basic syntax  units are the word, the 
phrase (or syntagma), and the sentence. Words 
are divided into two categories: function and 
content words, corresponding to the traditional 
Chinese distinction between xūzì 虛字 ‘empty 
words’, and shízì 實字 ‘full words’. Phrases are 
intermediate units between words and sen-
tences, and are divided into noun (NP), verb 
(VP), and prepositional phrases (PP). A sentence 
can be either a noun (NS) or a verb sentence (VS).

3.1 Function words

3.1.1 Pronouns

There are personal, demonstrative, indefĳinite 
and interrogative pronouns (independent and 
adjunct) (→ Word Classes, Premodern). In CC 
there is no third person subject pronoun. This 
function is sometimes performed either by a 
→ demonstrative pronoun or by the personal 
reflexive pronoun jǐ 己. Being a substitute for NP 
+ zhī 之, qí 其 is never a third person subject pro-
noun when in front of a verb or in a nominalised 
sentence (see (1)); when in front of a noun it is a 
possessive (see 3.2.1.1). 
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qí appears in front of the predicate in place of 
the subject and zhī (see (1)); iii. when the particle 
zhě 者 (*taʔ) stands at the end of the nominal-
ized sentence; this can occur either in the pres-
ence of other nominalizers (see (3)), or when 
there is no subject or the subject is present but 
the intention is to single out part of it.

1. 皆知其將為王也。 
 Jiē zhī qí jiāng wéi
 all know pronnmlz asppot become
 wàng yě.
 king pclnp
 ‘Everyone knew he would become king.’
 (Zuǒzhuàn 左轉 Zhāo 昭 6)

A special kind of simple nominalization occurs 
when zhī nominalizes sentences governed by 
the verbs yú 於, yǔ 與 or wéi 為 to indicate 
the subject’s special position or behaviour with 
regard to someone or something. In such cases 
yě is present at the end of the noun phrase: NP1 
zhī yú/yǔ/wéi 之於/與/為NP2 yě 也. These con-
structions are in general used as topics, more 
rarely as constituents of the sentence (Scarpari 
1988). 

2. 寡人之於國也 . . . 
 Guǎrén zhī
 1.worthless.man pclnmlz
 yú guó yě . . . 
 v.be.with.regards.to country pclnp
  ‘As for this worthless man’s (= my) stance 

towards the country . . .’
 (Mèngzǐ 孟子 1A.3)

Relative nominalization occurs when a verb sen-
tence modifĳies a noun. In this case the nominal-
izing particle zhī is placed between the modifĳier 
(the verb sentence) and the modifĳied (the noun, 
head of the noun phrase), as in gōng hōng zhī yuè 
公薨之月 ‘in the month when the duke died’. If 
the noun was originally the subject of the nomi-
nalized phrase, then the particle zhī and the 
noun can be replaced by the relative pronoun 
zhě at the end of the nominalized phrase, as in 
*rén zuì wǒ*人罪我 ‘men condemn me’ → *zuì 

wǒ zhī rén* 罪我之人 ‘the men who condemn 
me’ → zuì wǒ zhě 罪我者 ‘those who condemn 

name (e.g., Lǐ yě sǐ 鯉也死 ‘Lǐ died’). These con-
structions seem to be typical of the colloquial 
language (Karlgren 1951). As a sentence particle, 
yě characterizes and qualifĳies the noun sentence 
(Scarpari 1991; see 3.3.2).

3.2 Content words

In most cases it is hard to establish before syn-
tactic analysis which category a word belongs 
to, although certain indicators can identify its 
nature. For instance, only verbs can be negated 
by bù 不, while nouns, noun phrases and noun 
sentences require fēi 非 (*pəj). The presence of 
bù (*pə) can therefore help to identify the verb 
within the verb sentence. Thus, being count-
able, xiào 孝 ‘fĳilial piety’, can be considered 
a noun, but its opposite reveals its essentially 
verbal nature, since ‘non-fĳilial behaviour’ is 
bù xiào 不孝.

3.2.1 Noun phrase

3.2.1.1 Coordination and subordination
Coordination and subordination can occur 
through juxtaposition (e.g., shàng xià 上下 
‘superiors and subordinates’; jūn mìng 君命 ‘rul-
er’s decree’) or by means of conjunctions placed 
between coordinated (CONJCOOR) or subordi-
nated (CONJSUB) constituents: yǔ 與 (*m-q(r)aʔ) 
and jí 及 (*[m-k-]rəp) in copulative coordination 
(e.g., gōng yǔ dàifú jí Jǔ zǐ 公與大夫及莒子 ‘the 
duke, the chief counsellors and the viscount of 
Jǔ’), ruò in disjunctive coordination (e.g., jūn ruò 

tàizǐ 君若太子 ‘the ruler or the heir apparent’) 
and zhī 之 (*tə ) or qí 其 (*gə) in subordination 
(e.g., jūn zhī mìng 君之命 ‘ruler’s decree’; qí mìng 
其命 ‘his decree’).

3.2.1.2 Nominalization
Nominalization  includes simple and relative 
nominalization, as well as nominalization with 
the indefĳinite pronoun suǒ 所 (*s-qhraʔ). Nomi-
nalization can be unmarked, or marked by par-
ticles (PCLNMLZ) and/or pronouns (PRONNMLZ); 
the phrase particle yě may be placed at the end 
of the nominalized phrase.

Simple nominalization occurs: i. when the 
particle zhī is placed between the subject and 
the predicate (see (2), (15)); ii. when the pronoun 
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3.2.3 Preposition phrase

The preposition phrase is made up of a prep-
osition + noun phrase. When the preposition 
phrase is replaced by the indefĳinite pronoun suǒ 
or by an → interrogative pronoun, the pronoun 
is placed preverbally and any preposition goes 
between pronoun and verb (see (4), (5)):

5. 亂之所自起 . . . 
 Luàn zhī suǒ zì qǐ . . .
 disorder pclnmlz  pp[pronnmlz prp] rise
 ‘Where the disorder comes from . . .’
 (Mòzǐ 墨子 14)

3.3 Sentence

There are simple/complex and verb/noun sen-
tences. The special nature of noun predication 
in CC is a subject of debate. The various stances 
difffer mainly in the defĳinition and identifĳication 
of a “copula” (see Peyraube and Wiebusch 1995 
for discussion). For example, Peyraube (2008) 
considers yě, wéi 為 and fēi 非 to be copu-
las, while Pulleyblank (1995) regards wéi 為 and 
yuē 曰 as copulas, but not yě and fēi, and Aldridge 
(2012) treats yě as either a copula or a nominal-
izer. The present author has argued that no ele-
ment between the two constituents of the noun 
sentence is a copula, nor is the noun sentence 
particle yě (Scarpari 1991, 1995; see 3.3.2).

In CC, the noun sentence was still evolving 
and would not attain its fĳinal form until the 
2nd-1st century BCE, when the process of gram-
maticalization of shì 是 (*deʔ) as a copula came 
to an end (see Hóng 1957, Li and Thompson 1976, 
1977, Chang 2006 and others for discussion). In 
the pre-classical period noun predication was 
based on the simple juxtaposition of NP1 and 
NP2; NP2 could be introduced by wéi 唯~ 維~隹 
(*ɢʷ[i]j) and negated by fēi (OC *pəj), probably a 
phonetic fusion of bù wéi (*pə ɢʷ[i]j). However, 
in the classical period wéi—probably a non-
indicative copula in origin (Behr 2006)—lost its 
copulative function and turned into a restrictive 
adverb ‘only’ or a restrictive sentence marker 
‘it is only’. It is at this time that sentence particle 
yě came into use as a result of a compensatory 
chain shift.

me’ (see also (14)). Zhě can also indicate a cat-
egory (e.g., wǔshízhě 五十者 ‘those who are fĳifty’ 
→ ‘the fĳifty-year-olds’) or the model of an ideal 
person (e.g., wàngzhě 王者 ‘one, who acts like a 
king’ → ‘a true king’).

Nominalization with suǒ occurs when the 
object or a preposition phrase is replaced by the 
indefĳinite pronoun suǒ, always in a preverbal 
position as in yú suǒ yù 予所欲 ‘what I desire’ 
(see also (4) and (5)); suǒ can never take the 
place of the subject (Scarpari 1983). From around 
the 4th century BCE onwards, other nominal-
izers may be present with suǒ (NP suǒ 所 V zhě 
者; NP zhī suǒ 之所 V [zhě 者]; qí suǒ 其所 V 
[zhě 者]): 

3. 狄人之所欲者 . . . 
 Dírén zhī suǒ yù
 Dí.man pclnmlz pronnmlz wish.for
 zhě . . . 
 pclnmlz
 ‘What the Dí people desire . . .’
 (Mèngzǐ 1B.15)

3.2.2 Verb phrase

The verb phrase consists of a verb, its modifĳiers 
and its complements, which are generally placed 
to its right (see (6), (7)) and only occasionally 
to its left (see (4), (5)). The verb has no conju-
gations and does not express number, person, 
modality or tense; verbs with infĳix *-r- have 
multiple participants or actions (Sagart 1999:111–
117). Since the obligatory minimum element of 
the verb sentence is the verb, the verb phrase 
may sometimes be regarded as a verb sentence 
(e.g., fǒu 否, OC *pəʔ, ‘It is not so’).

4. 不以其所以養人者害人。
 Bù yǐ qí suǒ yǐ
 not pp[prp [[pronnmlz pronnmlz prp
 yǎng rén zhě hài
 care.for npobj.someone pclnmlz]] harm
 rén.
 npobj.someone
  ‘[The exemplary person] does not harm peo-

ple using that with which he cares for them.’
 (Mèngzǐ 1B.15)
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7. 夫世祿滕固行之矣。 
 Fú shì lù Téng gù
 pcltopic generation salary Téng certainly
 xíng zhī yǐ.
 act pronobj pclasp.perf
  ‘As regards inheritable salaries, they are cer-

tainly practised in Téng.’
 (Mèngzǐ 3A.3)

In the case of ditransitive verbs with the seman-
tic meaning of ‘giving’, ‘saying’ or ‘teaching’, the 
object can be placed preverbally or postverbally, 
after the preposition phrase, and introduced by 
the object marker yǐ 以, with the object some-
times implied (Peyraube 1987 for discussion; 
Phua 2008, 2009).

Some verbs such as wèi 謂 ‘to call, to consider, 
to refer to . . . as’, are transitive verbs followed by 
a single object-NP and by a second noun phrase, 
which however lacks the features of an object, 
i.e., it does have any efffect on the voice of the 
verb, is not replaceable by zhī or suǒ (see (8)) 
and keeps its position in situ if replaced by 
hé 何 (see (9)). 

8. 孰謂子產智？
 Shú wèi Zǐchǎn zhì?
 q.who call snobj.Zǐchǎn wise
 ‘Who considers Zǐchǎn wise?’
 (Mèngzǐ 5A.2)

9. 民其謂我何? 
 Mín qí wèi wǒ hé?
 people pclmod call pron1.obj  q.what
 ‘What should people call me?’
 (Zuǒzhuàn Huán 桓 6)

A distinctive idiomatic construction is yǐ 以 NP1 
wéi 為 NP2 ‘consider NP1 as NP2’ (putative) or 
‘make NP1 (into) NP2’ (factitive):

10. 皆以王為愛。
 Jiē yǐ wáng wéi ài.
 all consider king be.as stingy
  ‘Everyone thought Your Majesty was a 

cheapskate.’
 (Mèngzǐ 1A.7)

3.3.1 Verb sentence

The verb sentence describes a process, a state or 
a quality. Its main constituents are the subject, 
whose presence is not obligatory, and the predi-
cate. The basic structure of the verb sentence is 
SVO, with any preposition phrase typically being 
placed after the object (see (6), (17)), but some-
times appearing preverbally (see (4), (5)):

6. 小國受命於大國。
 Xiǎo guó shòu mìng yú
 small country receive npobj.order prp
 dà guó.
 great country
 ‘Small states take orders from great states.’
 (Zuǒzhuàn Wén 文 3)

In existential sentences the subject is absent 
(but not when yǒu 有 ‘there is’, and wú 無 ‘there 
is not’ indicate possession, i.e., ‘to have’ and ‘to 
have not’), a place name or a time expression 
often takes its place.

SVO word order is normally inverted to SOV 
when: i. the object or the preposition phrase 
appear at the beginning of the sentence as the 
topic, where they may be introduced by the 
particles fú 夫 (*ba), ruò etc. (PCLTOPIC) and 
concluded by the phrase particle yě. The topic 
may be taken up again in the comment by an 
anaphoric pronoun (see (7)) or by yān 焉 (< yú 

shì 於是); ii. the verb is negated by an adverb of 
negation or by the indefĳinite negative pronoun 
mò 莫 (*ma-k) ‘no one, nothing’ and the object 
is a personal or demonstrative pronoun (e.g., rén 

mò zhī zhī 人莫之知 ‘nobody knows it’); if the 
adverb of negation is bù (*pə) or wú 毋 (*mo) 
and the object is the anaphoric pronoun zhī 之 
(*tə), the phonetic fusions fú 弗 (*pu-t) and wù 
勿 (*mu-t) are usually found in place of bù zhī 
不之 (*pə tə, e.g., fú qiú 弗求 ‘do not seek him’) 
and wú zhī 毋之 (*mo tə, e.g., wú qiú 毋求 ‘you 
must not seek him’), even though there are some 
exceptions (for their emphatic or volitional tone, 
see Pulleyblank 1978 and Gassmann 1993); iii. the 
object is replaced by suǒ or by the interrogative 
pronoun hé 何 (*gˁaj) in a preverbal position 
(see [3]; for an exception, see [9]).
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3.3.1.2 Aspect and time
In CC, the duration, development and degree of 
completion of the event or process described is 
mostly signalled by specifĳic preverbal markers. 
The line between aspect and time is sometimes 
faint, to the extent that some prefer to restrict 
the scope to aspect (Pulleyblank 1995; Meister-
ernst 2015) (→ Aspect, Premodern).

The perfective aspectual markers (ASPPERF) 
jì 既 (*kət-s) and yǐ 已 (*ɢəʔ) ‘already’, signal that 
the action of the verb is complete; the conse-
quent change in the situation is often highlighted 
by the fĳinal particle yǐ 矣 (*qəʔ, PCLASP.PERF; on 
the functional parallels between yǐ 矣 and le 了 
in modern Chinese, see e.g., Pulleyblank 1994). 
The negation of the perfective aspect is signalled 
by the aspectual negative (NEGASP.PERF) wèi 未 
(OC *mət-s), “not yet, never”, probably a fusion 
of the existential negative root *mo > wú 毋 plus 
jì 既 < OC *kət-s. The frequent combination 
of wèi 未 and yě has led some to believe that 
yě could also occur in the verb sentence as a 
mark of a continuing state, in contrast to yǐ 矣 
(Pulleyblank 1995). This thesis, however, seems 
unconvincing: the context in which wèi 未 can 
be found with yě is not verbal, but nominal, 
and the statement is always categorical, never 
narrative:

12. 見牛未見羊也。 
 Jiàn niú wèi jiàn yáng yě.
 see ox negasp.perf see sheep pclns
  ‘The fact is that you saw the ox but did not 

see the sheep!’
 (Mèngzǐ 1A.7)

In CC the aspect of the verb seems to be sig-
nalled by verbal markers (which some regard 
as time markers), such as jiāng 將 (*tsaŋ) ‘to 
be going to, to be about to’ (potential aspect, 
ASPPOT; see (1)), cháng 嘗 (*Cə.daŋ) ‘to be used 
to, always’ (customary aspect, ASPCUST; see 
(26)), yóu 猶 (*ɢu) ‘still’ (continuative aspect) 
etc. Time expressions are usually placed at the 
beginning of the sentence as unmarked sentence 
adverbials.

3.3.1.1 Voice
The voice of the verb is governed by its object: 
transitive verbs are passive in the absence of 
an object, as in bǎo mín 保民 ‘[X] protects the 
people’ → mín bǎo 民保 ‘the people are pro-
tected’, while intransitive verbs are causative in 
the presence of an object, as in Wén wáng shēng 

yú Qízhōu 文王生於岐周 ‛King Wén was born 
in Qízhōu’ → Tiān shēng zhēngmín 天生蒸民 
‘Heaven gives birth to the teeming people’. The 
change of voice may be signalled by special 
readings, which have survived from lost → OC 
morphology, as in chí rén 治人 ‘[they] govern 
others’ (*C.lrə niŋ) → zhì yú rén 治於人 (*lrə-s ʔa 
niŋ) ‘[they] are governed by others’, or in huò qù 
或去 (*ɢʷˁək kʰaʔ-s) ‘some are leaving’ → qǔ zhī 
去之 (*kʰaʔ tə) ‘[he] send him away’.

Passive voice may be signalled by the mark-
ers jiàn 見 (*kˁen-s, grammaticalized from ‘to 
see’; see (4)), wéi 為 (*ɢʷaj, from ‘to do, act’) 
and, towards the end of the classical period, bèi 
被 (*m-pajʔ, from ‘to cover oneself ’). If pres-
ent, the agent is generally placed postverbally if 
introduced by yú 於, preverbally if introduced 
by wéi 為 (PPagent). When the verb is in the pas-
sive voice, any modal auxiliary verbs present 
are not normally followed by the sufffĳix -yǐ 以, 
which if present signals the active voice of the 
main verb, as in kěyǐ shā zhī 可以殺之 ‘[they] 
might kill him’ → kě shā 可殺 ‘[they] might be 
killed’. Certain passive constructions with suǒ 
came into use at the end of the classical period: 
wéi suǒ 為所 V or suǒ jiàn 所見 V ‘be V-ed’, wéi 
為 PPAGENT suǒ 所 V or bèi 被 PPAGENT suǒ 所 V 
‘be V-ed by agent’.

When causative, adjectives which belong 
with intransitive verbs rather than nouns, may 
be used putatively (xiǎo Lǔ 小魯 ‘[he] consid-
ered Lǔ small’) or factitively (xiǎo zhī 小之 ‘[he] 
makes them small’). The causative voice is also 
determined by pivot constructions with the 
verbs shǐ 使 or bǐ 俾 ‘to cause, to bring about’: 

11. 使民養生。 
 Shǐ mín yǎng shēng.
 make people care.for live
  ‘Let the people care [for their parents] when 

they are alive.’
 (Mèngzǐ 1A.3)
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negation of the noun sentence therefore does 
not occur with the adverb bù, but with fēi; any 
adverbs of negation in the noun phrase thus do 
not negate the noun sentence, but only the noun 
phrase:

15. 王之不王，不為也，非不能也。 
 Wáng zhī bù wàng, bù wéi
 king pclnmlz not reign not do
 yě, fēi bù néng yě.
 pclns smark not be.able pclns
  ‘That the king is not a true king is because 

he is [someone who] does not do it; it is not 

because he is [someone who is] not able to 
do it.’

 (Mèngzǐ 1A.7)

Any element between NP1 and NP2 is to be 
regarded as a sentence marker. Its function is to 
reinforce (shì, bì 必 < *pit, chéng 誠 < *deŋ, gù 固 
< *kˁa-s, guǒ 果 < *kˁorʔ and nǎi 乃 (*nˁəʔ(ŋ)) ‘it 
is indeed, it is certainly’; see (14)), restrict (dú 獨 
< *dˁok, wéi 唯 < *ɢʷij and zhí 直 < *N-trək ‘it is 
nothing but, it is only’), or negate ( fēi ‘it is not’; 
see (15)) the assertiveness of the utterance, or to 
express causality (wéi 為 and yǐ 以 ‘it is because, 
it happened because of ’; see (17)), gù 故 (*kˁa-s), 
shìgù 是故 (*deʔ kˁa-s) and shìyǐ 是以 (*deʔ 
ləʔ) ‘it is for this reason that, therefore’, or make 
a comparison between NP1 and NP2 (yóu 猶 < 
*ɢˁ(r)u) ‘it is the same, it is just as’; see (16)):

16. 視不勝猶勝也。 
 Shì bù shèng yóu shèng
 look.upon neg victory smark victory
 yě.
 pclns
 ‘I look upon defeat just as I do victory.’
 (Mèngzǐ 2A.2)

3.3.3 Interrogative, exclamatory and imperative 
sentences

Modality and intonation are indicated by 
modal particles and interrogative pronouns. 
These markers enable declarative, interroga-
tive, exclamatory and imperative sentences to 
be distinguished. Commands, intentions, wishes 

3.3.2 Noun Sentence

The noun sentence categorizes an event, a judg-
ment or an opinion. The noun sentence does not 
require the presence of either a verb or a copula. 
Wéi 為 as a verb meaning ‘to be, to be deemed’ 
and expressing the sense of ‘to fĳill the role or 
to perform the functions of ’, as in Zǐsī wéi chén 
子思為臣 ‘Zǐsī is deemed a good minister’, is 
not a copula (Graham 1967; Gassmann 1980; 
compare (13)). Shì 是 ‘this’ was not to become a 
copula until after the classical period.

In CC the noun sentence consists of the jux-
taposition of NP1, whose presence is not obliga-
tory, NP2 and the noun sentence particle → yě 
(not to be confused with the noun phrase par-
ticle yě; see 3.1.5): [NP1] NP2 yě 也: 

13. 子思臣也。 
 Zǐsī chén yě.
 Zǐsī minister pclns
 ‘Zǐsī is a minister.’
 (Mèngzǐ 4B.31)

Any inversion in the order of the constituents 
owing to topicalization is signalled by modal 
particles such as hū 乎 or zāi 哉, between NP2 
and NP1 (→ Topic and Comment).

A verb sentence may be embedded as SN1 
and/or SN2; it may be unnominalized or nomi-
nalized. The event, action or qualities described 
by the verb are thus categorized in an absolute, 
essentially categorical judgment:

14. 愛人者必見愛也。 
 Ài rén zhě bì jiàn ài yě.
 love man pronnmlz smark pass love pclns
  ‘He who loves others will certainly be [some-

one who is] loved by others.’
 (Mòzǐ 16)

A special case is the insertion between NP1 and 
NP2 of the sentence markers shì (*deʔ) or fēi 
(*pəj), which positively (shì) or negatively ( fēi) 
mark the categorization, since they preserve or 
deny the strict and logical relationship of iden-
tity or class membership of the nominal units: 
shì ‘it is’ vs. fēi ‘it is not’ (Graham 1978). The 
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rhetorical exclamatory construction qǐ 豈 . . . zāi 
哉 is especially emphatic:

19. 此豈山之性哉！(Mèngzǐ 6A.8) 
 Cǐ qǐ shān zhī xìng
 this pclmod mountain conjsub nature
 zāi.
 pclexcl.q
  ‘But how could this be the nature of the 

mountain!?’

Fú 夫 (OC *ba; probably a fusion of fǒu hū 否乎 
*pəʔ+ɢaʔ), yěfú 也夫 (*lajʔ ba) and yǐhū 矣乎 
(*qəʔ ba) are used in tag-questions:

20. 夫子既聖矣乎？(Mèngzǐ 2A.2)
 Fūzǐ jì shèng yǐhū?
 Master aspperf sage pclq
  ‘You, Master, have already become a sage, 

haven’t you?’

Absolute fĳinal particles lend the utterance a note 
of conclusiveness. The most common are ěr 耳 
(OC *nəʔ; probably a fusion of éryǐ 而已 < OC 
*nə+ɢ(r)əʔ), yǐ 已 (*ɢəʔ), éryǐ 而已 (*nə ɢ(r)əʔ) 
and éryǐyǐ 而已矣 (*nə ɢəʔ qəʔ). When they are 
used in the noun sentence, yě is usually omitted, 
as when the morpheme yān 焉 (*ʔan) stands at 
the end of the sentence.

21. 亦有仁義而已矣！(Mèngzǐ 1A.1)
 Yì yǒu rén yì
 conjcoor there.is benevolence rightness
 éryǐyǐ!
 pclabs
  ‘After all, all that matters is that there should 

be benevolence and righteousness!’

The fĳinal particle yǐ 矣 lends the sentence a note 
of completeness or defĳinitiveness, and indicates 
a qualitative or quantitative change in plain con-
trast to the preceding situation (see (7)).

3.3.3.2 Interrogative pronouns
Unlike sentence- and tag-questions, → wh-ques-
tions require more elaborate replies than simple 
agreement or denial. Interrogative pronouns are 
normally in the position of the constituent they 

and exhortations can be expressed by means of 
lexical morphemes (using verbs like lìng 令 ‘to 
order’, yù 欲 to wish for, qǐng 請 ‘to exhort, to 
request’, see (26)) or through grammatical mor-
phemes (e.g., the prohibitive imperative adverb 
wú 毋). 

3.3.3.1 → Modal particles
Modal particles (PCLMOD) occur initially or 
fĳinally. The former (dài 殆 < *lˁəʔ , qí 其 < 
*gə, qǐ 豈 < *C.qʰəjʔ, yì 抑 < *qik etc.) come 
between subject and predicate in the verb sen-
tence and between SN1 and SN2 in the noun 
sentence, lending the sentence a tone of exhor-
tation, doubt or uncertainty (see (9)). They are 
sometimes used in combination with interroga-
tive and exclamatory fĳinal particles, especially in 
sentence-questions:

17. 抑為采色不足視於目與？(Mèngzǐ 1A.7)
 Yì wèi cǎi sè bù
 pclmod  smark beautiful appearance not
 zú  shì yú mù yú?
 be.enough look.at prp eye pclq
   ‘Or perhaps it is because beautiful and 

charming sights are not good enough for 
your eyes to gaze upon?’

Final modal particles can be: i. interrogative 
(PCLQ), ii. exclamatory (PCLEXCL), iii. absolute 
(PCLABS).

The fĳirst indicate doubt, surprise or incredu-
lity and make the sentence interrogative, often 
including rhetorical undertones and expecting a 
sign of assent or denial. The most common inter-
rogative particle is hū 乎 (*ɢˁa):

18. 可以為美乎? (Mèngzǐ 6A.8)
 Kěyǐ wéi měi hū?
 can be.as beautiful pclq
 ‘Could it remain beautiful?’

Certain interrogative particles may have exclam-
atory undertones. The most common is zāi 哉 
(*tsˁə). In the noun sentence it is possible to 
combine or replace the sentence particle yě with 
the fĳinal particles hū 乎 or zāi 哉, or with yé 邪 
(耶) (*ɢa), yú 與 (歟) (*ɢa) (see (17)). The 
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Simple subordination is indicated by the con-
junctions ér (*nə), jì 既 (*kət-s), jìér 既而 (*kət-s 
nə), nǎi 乃 (*nˁəʔ(ŋ)) and yīn 因 (*ʔin). The 
conjunctions érhòu 而後 (*nə ɢˁ(r)oʔ), ránhòu 
然後 (*nan ɢˁ(r)oʔ) and yān 焉 (*ʔan) signal 
consequentiality:

24. 權然後知輕重。 
 Quán ránhòu zhī qīngzhòng.
 weigh conjsub know light.heavy
  ‘Weigh it, and only then will you know its 

weight.’
 (Mèngzǐ 1A.7)

Resultative subordination is rendered explicit 
by the conjunction yǐ 以 (*ləʔ), which can also 
introduce a causal subordination, as can shìyǐ 
是以 (*deʔ ləʔ), gù 故 (*kˁa-s), shìgù 是故 (*deʔ 
kˁa-s), wèi 為 (*ɢʷ(r)aj-s) and yīn (*ʔin). Con-
ditional subordination can be indicated by the 
conjunctions rú 如 (*na), ruò 若 (*na-k) or gǒu 
苟 (*[k]ˁ(r)oʔ) in the protasis. Fēi and wēi 微, 
probably a fusion of an *m- negative with the 
pre-classical copula written by wéi 唯~ 維~隹 
(Yen 1977; Behr 2006), can be used in the protasis 
with the meaning ‘if not’. The apodosis is, on the 
other hand, usually introduced by zé 則 (*tsˁək) 
or sī 斯 (*se):

25. 苟君說之則士衆能為之。 
 Gǒu jūn shuō zhī
 conjsub sovereign explain pronobj
 zé shì zhòng néng wéi
 conjsub offfĳicial all be.able do
 zhī.
 pronobj
  ‘If the sovereign explained it, then all the 

offfĳicials could put it in practice.’
 (Mòzǐ 15)

Concessive subordination is introduced by 
the conjunctions suī 雖 (*s-qwij) and zòng 縱 
(*tsoŋ-s), although fēi and wēi can also be used. 
Suī, suīrán 雖然 (*s-qwij na-n), yóu 猶 (*ɢ(r)u) 
and yóushàng 猶尚 (*ɢ(r)u daŋ-s) may all intro-
duce the main clause:

are replacing, with the sole exception of hé 何 
(*gˁaj), which occurs preverbally in the verb sen-
tence (for an exception, see (9)); any preposition 
goes between the pronoun and the verb. In the 
noun sentence, yě may be present at the end of 
the sentence, sometimes combined with other 
fĳinal particles, but can also be replaced by an 
interrogative modal particle or omitted.

The most common interrogative pronouns 
are hé 何, which refers to things or situations, 
shuí~shéi 誰 (*[d]uj) and shú 孰 (*[d]uk), which 
refer to persons and normally take the place of 
the subject:

22. 誰敢侮之？ 
 Shuí gǎn wǔ zhī?
 q.who dare insult pronobj
 ‘Who dares to insult him?’
 (Mèngzǐ 2A.4)

Hé 何 is sometimes found in combination with 
causal prepositions. Other interrogative pro-
nouns include gài 蓋 (*kˁap-s), hé 盍 and hé 闔 
(both *gˁap), possibly a fusion of hé bù 何不 (OC 
*gˁaj+pə). The pronoun hú 胡 (*gˁa) often has 
causal undertones. Ān 安 (*ʔˁa[n]), hé 曷 (*gˁat), 
wū 惡 (*ʔˁak), xī 奚 (*gˁe) and yān 焉 (*ʔan) nor-
mally take the place of the preposition phrase. 
Jǐ 幾 (*kəjʔ) replaces time expressions, some-
times combined with hé 何.

3.3.4 Complex sentences

Complex sentences are made up of two or more 
coordinate or subordinate clauses, either through 
juxtaposition or by employing conjunctions. The 
conjunctions can be placed in front of (some-
times inside) either the fĳirst or the second clause, 
or both. The most common copulative conjunc-
tions are ér (*nə, which can also have an adversa-
tive meaning), qiě 且 (*tsʰAʔ), yì 亦 (*ɢ(r)Ak), 
yòu 又 (*[ɢ]wəʔ-s) and combinations of these:

23. 王笑而不言。 
 Wáng xiào ér bù yán.
 king smile conjcoor not speak
 ‘The king smiled and did not speak.’
 (Mèngzǐ 1A.7)
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(1943), Karlgren (1957), Unger (1989), Schuessler 
(2007), Institut Ricci (2001), Cikoski (2011) and 
Kroll et al. (2014).

Modern Chinese grammars of Classical 
Chinese are too numerous to list here. Useful 
“modern classics” of this genre are Zhōu Fǎgāo 
(1959–1962), Wáng Lì (1957–1958), and Yáng 
Bójùn and Hé Lèshì (1992). While the general 
level of knowledge of Classical Chinese among 
educated Chinese in the People’s Republic has 
probably been diminishing during recent years, 
literally hundreds of academic articles, disserta-
tions and books on topics of Classical Chinese 
grammar are produced every year, now easily 
traceable through databases such as the “China 
Knowledge Resource Integrated Database” 
(Zhōngguó Zhìwǎng Zhōngguó Zhīshi Jīchǔ 
Shèshī Gōngchéng 中國知望中國知識基礎設
施工程, oversea.cnki.net) or the “Taiwan Elec-
tronic Periodical Services/TEPS” (Táiwān Diànzǐ 
Qīkān Fùwùwǎng 台灣電子期刊服務網,  www.
airiti.com/teps).
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Maurizio Scarpari

Classifĳiers, Nominal

In this article I introduce and discuss a num-
ber of properties of classifĳiers (liàngcí 量詞) in 
Chinese languages, particularly Mandarin and 
Cantonese, discussing both the functional and 
the lexical aspect of these elements.

1. S o r t a l s  a n d  M e a s u r e s

In this article, the term “classifĳier” refers to 
“sortal classifĳier”; it must be distinguished from 
“measure expressions”. As Croft (1994) points 
out, the diffference between sortals and mea-
sures is that the latter create a unit by which we 
can count or measure, while the former simply 
name the unit that is already present in the 
semantic denotation of the noun (see also Kill-
ingley 1993:15; Cheng and Sybesma 1999; 2012). 
This is illustrated in (1) (Mandarin):

1. a. 一頭羊
  yī tóu yáng
  one clfhead sheep
  ‘one sheep’ 
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